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NOTE:
Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied 
and are designed to be reattached if separation does occur. 
Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

Apply labels as shown. 
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Welcome to the World of The 
TrANSfOrmErS...A World of Heroic 
AuTObOTS® and Evil DEcEpTicONS® 

robots! 

To change trailer truck into robot, 
follow these step-by-step instructions. 
Separate tractor from trailer. rotate 
rear wheels (legs) straight down. 
bend feet up.

Turn fenders (arms) out to the sides. rotate arms forward. Arms swivel at 
shoulders and elbows.

rotate roof panel up to reveal robot's 
head. press into place. Attach fists to 
ends of arms with fingers facing inward. 
fit laser blaster into hole in fist.

from underneath the trailer, swing 
stabilizer legs out. Drop the tailgate 
down

pull the sides of trailer apart and 
drop down.

pull mechanic/artillery robot up. 
Swing radar dish and robotic claw 
into position. fit rockets into holes in 
front of robot assembly. You can swivel 
robot in all directions.

To assemble roller scout car, attach 
wheels (with large holes facing away 
from car) onto the posts on car chassis. 
fit one end of the hose into nozzle, fit 
the other end of hose into gas pump. fit 
post on gas pump into hole in car. 

To launch roller - Slide launcher back until 
it locks into place. fit two rear posts on 
car into holes in launcher until car locks 
into place. press lever to launch.

Note: press button to launch rockets. 
 

To change back to trailer truck, 
reverse the order of the instructions.
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Includes: OpTimuS primE truck cab, semi trailer, 6-wheeled 
vehicle, 2 fists, laser blaster, 4 rockets, gas pump handle with 
hose, and instruction sheet. fENDEr
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Some poses may require
hand support.
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